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BENEFITS

Greater Visibility
into network and endpoint activity, 
helping to identify threats that might 
otherwise go undetected

Comprehensive Security 
by unifying data and alerts into a single 
platform where solutions can work 
together to prioritize and respond to 
threats

Reduce Security Team Burdens
by automating the threat detection and 
response process and freeing up time 
and resources for security teams

Streamline Response Process
providing coordinated and automated 
responses to detected threats

No Added Costs to Access XDR
XDR is an essential tenet of modern 
cybersecurity that should be accessible 
to every business. As such, WatchGuard 
includes ThreatSync at no additional 
cost

PROACTIVE DEFENSE FOR EVOLVING CYBER THREATS

Extended Visibility  
Build your XDR strategy with tight integrations and cross-domain data telemetry 
from WatchGuard’s latest-gen technologies. By broadening the range of data 
feeds from your growing security stack you have far greater visibility as well as 
stronger protection.  

Early Detection  
Move away from a siloed security approach and adopt threat intelligence 
detection coming from multiple sources. ThreatSync uses AI and ML technologies 
to identify potential threats in real time across multiple domains to reduce the 
mean time to detect (MTTD). 

Faster Response  

Put XDR into action and respond to threats in a flash. ThreatSync reduces mean 
time to respond (MTTR) by enabling automated response actions to neutralize 
threats across the enterprise in a simpler and faster process, reducing risk and 
offering higher accuracy.

WatchGuard ThreatSync puts security experts back in charge of their security stack 
with widely unified visibility, cross-detection, automated response to threats, and 
features suitable for any organization, regardless of budget, size, or complexity. 
 

DETECT EARLIER AND RESPOND FASTER TO THREATS WITH XDR
The increasing complexity of threats and the proliferation of security technologies can make it difficult for organizations to view their security 
posture comprehensively. At the same time, it is also challenging for overwhelmed security teams to combat advanced threats with limited 
visibility and disconnected security tools while dealing with slow detection times and trying to respond accurately. Today’s security experts need 
a unified security solution to identify, contain, and respond faster to emerging threats.

WatchGuard ThreatSync equips enterprises with XDR capabilities to centralize detections and orchestrate the response to threats from a single 
pane of glass. It simplifies cybersecurity while improving visibility and automating response actions across the organization faster, reducing risk 
and cost and providing higher accuracy.

DATA S H E E T 

WATCHGUARD THREATSYNC

WatchGuard ThreatSync puts security experts back 
in charge of their security stack with widely unified 
visibility, cross-detection, automated response to 
threats, and features suitable for any organization, 

regardless of budget, size, or complexity.
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KEY FEATURES

• Increase accuracy and speed up detection 
with unified threat visibility by automatically 
consolidating threat data from the whole 
security stack.

• Uncover threats earlier with unified threat 
detection by correlating feeds monitored 
from different security sources to decrease 
MTTD.

• Reduce both alert fatigue and MTTR through 
unified automated response and alert 
scoring, avoiding manual interaction.

• Empower the coordination and automation 
of multiple processes and tools with security 
orchestration to provide a cohesive security 
posture.

EXPERIENCE A UNIFIED XDR-BASED APPROACH 
ThreatSync is part of WatchGuard’s Unified Security Platform architecture, the 
cornerstone on which to effectively build and evolve your security environment. It’s 
designed to simplify security visibility across an organization’s entire ecosystem. This 
enables security professionals to be more proactive against advanced cyber threats 
by equipping them with a series of coordinated detection and response features.

Unified Threat Visibility

ThreatSync gathers and displays cross-detections from computers, servers, and 
firewalls in a single interface without admins needing to learn and use multiple 
consoles. This enables them to enjoy a consolidated user experience while gaining 
context of detections and stopping advanced threats faster to reduce security risks.

Unified Threat Detection

ThreatSync correlates operations automatically and related activities from individual 
security layers working in concert to alert admins of any suspicious activity. Then, 
it scores and detects malicious scenarios that could be indicators of compromise 
(IoCs), enabling MTTD reduction and swift containment of the impact, severity,  
and scope.

Unfied Automated Response

When security experts have the information they need, it is easy to respond quickly. 
ThreatSync enables IT and security teams to work more efficiently since it provides 
the ability to schedule, automate, or run on-demand response actions to threats 
faster across the enterprise from a single pane of glass.

Security Orchestration

Combine security orchestration and automated response to provide an organization 
with a more comprehensive and cohesive security posture. ThreatSync integrates 
data and alerts from multiple domains, generates incident context, and streamlines 
the response process to enable security teams to respond more quickly and 
effectively to threats.

  

READY TO SEE XDR IN ACTION?

Visit the WatchGuard website  
for more details

The figures above show incident and threat details, the endpoint and network involved,  
incident timeline, and response actions available.


